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Methodology
• Data Collection & Metadata Analysis

§ Keyword search and APK download & Metadata collection (E.g., No. of downloads, Rating, App description etc.)

• Privacy Policy Analysis

§ Identifying mentions of personal data and what is being done with them

• Effectiveness in Malware Detection 

§ Can security apps detect installed/copies of malware?

• Network Traffic Analysis
§ Contacted IPs and domains
§ Identifying personal information transmissions



Dataset & Metadata
• APK & metadata collection

§ 328 potential security apps

§ Meta data includes:
• App ID, App description, No. of Downloads, No. of ratings (total and rating 

in each category), Developer information (e.g., Name and Location)

• Selected 100 apps for further analysis 
§ By ranking apps according to no. of downloads, average 

rating, and number of reviews and creating three groups.

§ 40 apps from the top security apps and 30 each from middle 
and bottom groups

The app “Clean  Master” which was downloaded  over  one  billion  times 
was recently removed from Google Play Store under the suspicion of 
advertisement fraud.



Privacy Policy Analysis
• We read the privacy policies ourselves searching answers for three high level questions

§ What type of data the security apps collect? 
§ What are the intended uses of collected data?
§ Is the data being shared with third parties? If yes, who are the third parties with such access

• 55  apps  may  share  data  with  legal  authorities  if required.

• Almost all the apps had some form of data sharing with  their  business  partners.  

• Around  70  apps  were  found  to be collecting personal information and hardware information.



Permission Analysis
• We extracted the permission requests by parsing the AndroidManifest.XML

• On average a security app requested 22.09 permissions. 
§ Normal permissions ~12.23
§ Signature permissions ~5.52
§ Dangerous permissions ~4.33

• The majority of the requested dangerous permissions have an associated legitimate security feature included in the security app.
Nonetheless, the security yapp users need to be cautious when granting such permissions and need to carefully evaluate the trade-offs.



Malware Detection
• We selected six malware samples that have been publicly disclosed between 2015 and 2019.

• Fake Adobe Flash player update (Trojan, 2017)

• BeNews app (Backdoor, 2015)

• Banker trojan (Spyware, 2016)

• Banking malware  (Impersonating Sberbank, 2016)

• Banking malware (BatterySaverMobi, 2019)

• Using these malware we tested two scenarios;

§ Whether the security apps can detect a copy of malware stored in a phone

§ Whether the security apps can detect malware installed in a phone

Source: TrendMicro



Malware Detection

• For each malware sample, only 15-20 apps could detect them even after running a full system scan

• The  detection  rates of  installed  malware  was  high  compared  to  disk  copies,  yet not perfect. 

• Only 40-50 were able  to  identify  installed  malware  except  for  the  case  of  one  new malware that was released in 2019

• Only 32 were able to detect all six samples of installed malware.



Network Traffic
• We used the Lumen privacy monitor which can continuously monitor app traffic.
• Lumen also can identify when personal information is leaked by a particular application

• Majority of the apps sent encrypted packets with the exception of APUS Security, which had a significant fraction of non-encrypted traffic.

• There were nine apps that contacted over 100 IPs and three apps that contacted over 50 domain names.

• The top three frequently collected information are device model, build id, and device brand. 

• We also found a limited number of apps that collect more personal information in nature such as list of installed apps and personally 

identifiable information such as the Android serial, Android ID, and BSSID.



• Security apps have access to many sensitive information stored in smartphones

• Privacy policy analysis showed that some apps may share user data with third parties.

• We showed that 30 security apps out of 86 we tested were not able to identify installed
malware providing a false sense of security.

• Through network traffic analysis we found evidence of security apps indeed collecting and
transmitting personal information to their back-end servers.

• The users need to be cautious when selecting security apps, especially given our findings on
privacy policies.

Conclusion


